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We consider an environment in which individuals receive income shocks that are unobservable to others and can privately store resources. We provide a simple characterization of the
unique efficient allocation of consumption in cases in which the rate of return on storage is sufficiently high or, alternatively, in which the worst possible outcome is sufficiently dire. We show
that, unlike in environments without unobservable storage, the symmetric efficient allocation of
consumption is decentralizable through a competitive asset market in which individuals trade riskfree bonds among themselves.

1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we consider an environment in which individuals have random income, and
can accumulate assets through a storage technology. Their income realizations and their
asset position are private information. Given these informational frictions, we provide a
simple characterization of the unique efficient allocation of consumption in cases in which
the rate of return on storage is sufficiently high or, alternatively, in which the worst
possible outcome is sufficiently dire. We show that the symmetric efficient allocation of
consumption is decentralizable through a competitive asset market in which individuals
trade risk-free bonds among themselves.
There is a large prior literature which examines the characteristics of efficient risksharing in dynamic settings in the presence of private information.1 Unlike our paper, this
literature generally finds that efficient allocations do not coincide with the equilibrium
allocations of any economy with a competitive bond market (see Atkeson and Lucas
(1992) in particular). The key difference between our paper and these preceding ones is
that the earlier literature assumes either that agents cannot accumulate resources over
time, or that, if they can, this accumulation is observable. In contrast, we assume that
both agents’ incomes and their stored resources are private information. It is this combination of assumptions that leads to our result.
Our findings are reminiscent of Allen’s (1985). He considers a dynamic principal–
agent relationship in which the agent is risk averse and has hidden stochastic income. The
1. Contributions to the literature on hidden income include Townsend (1982), Green (1987), Taub (1990),
Green and Oh (1991), Atkeson and Lucas (1992), Aiyagari and Alvarez (1995), and Wang (1995). Contributions
to the literature on hidden effort include Thomas and Worrall (1990), Phelan and Townsend (1991), Atkeson
and Lucas (1995), and Phelan (1995).
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agent is able to secretly borrow and lend at the same interest rate that the principal faces.
The ability to secretly borrow and lend means that the agent will, regardless of his true
history, claim to have the history of income realizations that delivers the transfer sequence
with the highest net present value (NPV). Hence, it is not incentive-compatible for the
NPV of the principal’s payments to the agent to depend on the agent’s history of income
realizations. It follows that there is only one incentive-compatible consumption allocation,
and it is the same as the one in which the agent borrows and lends on his own without
receiving transfers from the principal.
In our paper, the agents are allowed to store secretly (essentially, save) at a fixed rate
of return, but not borrow. Because agents cannot borrow secretly, the incentive constraints in our setting are looser than the ones in Allen’s model. It is easy to show there
is a finite-dimensional set of incentive-compatible allocations, not just one incentive compatible allocation as in Allen’s model. The contribution of our paper is to show that the
symmetric efficient element of this large set of incentive-compatible allocations is, under
some conditions, equivalent to an allocation in which agents borrow and lend at a riskfree rate.
For a two-period setting, the intuition behind our results works as follows. (The
extension of the result to a general finite-horizon setting is a somewhat elaborate application of backwards induction.) For the agents in a two-period version of our model,
sequences of transfers have two key characteristics. The first is the net present value of
the transfer sequence. The second is whether the transfers are relatively high in the first
period (front-loaded), or in the second period (back-loaded). Because of their ability to
secretly store, the agents in our model, ceteris paribus, prefer to have front-loaded transfer
sequences; they can always use their storage technologies to smooth such sequences over
time. But their willingness to substitute NPV for front-loading differs; in particular, agents
with temporarily high incomes have a stronger relative preference for NPV as opposed to
front-loading.
Because agents with temporarily high incomes have a stronger preference for NPV, it is
not incentive-compatible for them to receive strictly less NPV than agents with temporarily
low incomes. But, to obtain efficient risk-sharing, the planner wants to deliver more NPV
to the agents with temporarily low incomes. Thus, the dictates of efficiency are in exact
opposition to the dictates of incentive-compatibility. In a Pareto optimal allocation, the
tension between efficient risk-sharing and incentive-compatibility is resolved by all agents
ending up with the same NPV, and optimally smoothing that NPV over their lifetimes.
This is equivalent to the agents borrowing and lending among themselves using risk-free
bonds.
Our results provide an explicit microfoundation for the incomplete markets structure
assumed in a number of papers, including Lucas (1980); Bewley (1993); Huggett (1993);
Aiyagari (1994); Rı́os-Rull (1994); Heaton and Lucas (1996); and Gomes, Greenwood
and Rebelo (1997). These papers study incomplete markets models in which a continuum
of agents with idiosyncratic income shocks competitively trade a risk-free bond over time.
Our paper also makes a methodological contribution. Fudenberg, Holmstrom and Milgrom (1990) provide characterizations of efficient allocations in a wide class of dynamic
environments such that agents’ preferences over continuation contracts are common
knowledge after any history. Ours is the first paper to our knowledge to provide a characterization of efficient allocations in an environment in which this property is not satisfied.
Technically, the failure of this property makes our task challenging because efficient contracts are no longer Markov in continuation utilities.
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The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we lay out a finite-horizon version
of our environment. In Section 3 we characterize efficient allocations. In Section 4 we
show that these efficient arrangements can be supported by trade in risk-free bonds. In
Section 5 we extend our results to versions of our model that include an infinite horizon,
diminishing returns to storage, and lotteries. We also discuss how our main result can be
reinterpreted as applying to an environment with hidden effort. In Section 6 we conclude.

2. ENVIRONMENT
There is a continuum of identical agents who each live for T periods. There is a single
consumption good c in every period. In period n, individual preferences over consumption
streams are representable by the utility function
En ∑t Gn β tAn u(ct),
T

where we assume that u(·) is C 2 over (0, S), u′ is positive, u″ is negative, and
limc → 0 u′(c)GS. The domain of u is the entire real line; u(c)GAS for cF0.2 We also
assume that u displays nonincreasing absolute risk aversion (NIARA) over ℜ+. This
assumption implies that u′ is strictly convex over this region.
In each period, an individual receives a storable unobservable stochastic endowment.
We denote the realization of the endowment good in period t by θ t , and we assume that
it has finite support YG{y1 , . . . , y J } of nonnegative reals, where y j Fy jC1 . We assume
that endowments are i.i.d. both across individuals and across time, and we denote the
probability of an individual receiving endowment yj by π ( y j)H0. We assume that the
gross return on storage of the endowment good is RH0 and that individuals can store
goods in a private storage unit that is unobservable to others or in a public storage facility
that is observable to all. As we shall see, the ability to store publicly does not change the
characterization of the efficient consumption allocation, but allowing for this possibility
does make proving our results somewhat easier. While we generally restrict attention to
the case where initial storage is zero, we later discuss how our results are readily extended
to the case where initial storage is positive.
This simple structure, with the exception of our finite-horizon assumption, corresponds to our notion of the classic dynamic income insurance structure with capital and
growth. The specification of income shocks is what Green (1987) originally assumed.
Unlike Green, we do not assume exponential utility, but instead use a preference class
that nests power utility [as in Atkeson and Lucas (1992)]. Our results would extend to an
environment with exponential utility. Our storage technology is exactly the linear production structure that is assumed in much of the endogenous growth literature.3 We
assume a finite horizon so that we can exposit our main ideas simply. In Section 5, we
consider a number of extensions to our basic framework, including allowing the horizon
to be infinite and allowing for a concave aggregate production function.
We use the following notation. We denote the history of shocks through period t by
t
θ t ≡ {θ 1 , . . . , θ t }. We denote the probability of a history θ t by π (θ t ) ≡ ∏tn G1 π (θ n). We
t
denote the set of possible histories in period n, given θ where nÂt, by
Y n (θ t ) ≡ {θ t }BY nAt.
2. Allowing for negative consumption while setting the payoff to AS is a convenient device for avoiding
having to deal with transfers that exceed the individual’s resources.
3. See, for example, Jones and Manuelli (1990) and Rebelo (1991).
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Given a history θ t G(θ 1 , . . . , θ t) of shocks realized through period t, we denote by
θ (θ ) ≡ (θ 1 , θ 2 , . . . , θ n) the subhistory realized through period n‰t, and we denote by
θ n(θ t ) the shock in period n‰t implied by the history.
In this setting, an allocation is a vector (ct , st , τ t , St)TtG1 , where ct :
t
Y → ℜ, st : Y t → ℜC , τ t : Y t → ℜ, and St ∈ℜ. Here, ct(θ t ) is the consumption of an individual who has history θ t ∈Y t, st (θ t ) is that individual’s nonnegative private storage level
that he carries over from t to tC1, and τt(θ t ) is the transfer of consumption that the
individual receives (note that it can be negative). St is the aggregate level of public storage.
Note that our notion of allocation immediately assumes that agents can only be distinguished through their histories. (Formally, an individual with history θ t has endowment
θ t(θ t ) and private savings level stA1(θ tA1(θ t )) in period t; however, as long as no ambiguity
is created by doing so, we will denote these values by θ t and stA1(θ tA1).)
An allocation is feasible if
n

t

∀(t, θ t ), ct (θ t )Cst (θ t )‰RstA1 (θ tA1)Cτ t (θ t )Cθ t ,

(1)

St C∑θ t ∈ Y tπ (θ t )τ t (θ t )‰RStA1 ,

(2)

∀t,
∀t, θ ,
t

st (θ ),
t

St Â0 and S0 G0, s0 G0.

Since both income realizations and private storage are unobservable, individuals can
deviate from allocations in two ways. First, individuals can pretend to have different
income histories, and thereby receive the transfer payments associated with that history.
Second, individuals can choose different levels of storage. Let Σ be the set of reporting
and storage strategies (θ̂ , ŝ)G(θ̂ t , ŝt)TtG1 , where θ t : Y t → Y and ŝt : Y t → ℜ+.
Let θ denote the truth-telling strategy in which θ̂ t (θ t )Gθ t for all (t, θ t ).
Given a transfer allocation τ , an individual receives (ex ante) utility V(θ̂ , ŝ; τ ) from
following reporting strategy θ̂ and storage strategy ŝ, where:
V(θ̂ , ŝ; τ ) ≡ ∑t G1 ∑θ t ∈Y tβ tπ (θ t )u(θ t CRŝtA1 (θ tA1)Cτ t (θ̂ t (θ t ))Aŝt (θ t ))
T

given ŝ0 G0.
We say that an allocation (c, s, τ , S) is incentiûe-compatible if
V(θ , s; τ )G max V(θ̂ , ŝ; τ ).
(θ̂ , ŝ) ∈Σ

(3)

An allocation that is both incentive-compatible and feasible is said to be incentivefeasible.4

3. EFFICIENT ALLOCATIONS
Our goal in this paper is to characterize the efficient incentive-feasible allocations in this
environment. Since all individuals are ex ante identical and we are restricting ourselves to
4. It is straightforward to show that an allocation is incentive-compatible (as defined here) if and only if
it is the Nash equilibrium outcome of some anonymous mechanism. See Cole and Kocherlakota (1998) for
further details.
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symmetric allocations, these allocations will be the solution to the following problem
(P1):

max ∑t G1 ∑θt∈Y tβ tA1π (θ t )u(ct (θ t )),
T

(c,s,τ ,S )

subject to
V(θ , s; τ )G max V(θ̂ , ŝ; τ ),
(θ̂ ,ŝ) ∈Σ

∀(t, θ ), ct (θ t )Cst (θ t )GRstA1 (θ tA1)Cτ t (θ t )Cθ t ,
t

∀t,

St C∑θ t ∈Y t π (θ t )τ t (θ t )‰RStA1 ,

∀(t, θ t ), st (θ t ) & St Â0 and S0 G0 & s0 G0.
In this problem, the first constraint requires that allocations be incentive-compatible; the
other three constraints require that the allocation be feasible. Clearly, there exists a solution to P1, because without loss of generality we can restrict attention to allocations in
which consumption is nonnegative. Given this restriction, the constraint set is compact
and the objective function is continuous.
Because private storage and public storage have the same rate of return, there is no
loss to having the planner do all of the storage publicly. This logic gives rise to the
following proposition, which helps simplify problem P1. In what follows we adopt the
convention that (c, 0, τ , S) refers to an allocation in which st (θ t )G0 ∀t, θ t.
Proposition 1. Giûen any incentiûe-feasible allocation (c, s, τ , S), there exists another
incentiûe-feasible allocation (c, 0, τ ′, S′).
Proof. Define τ t′ (θ t )Gτ t (θ t )Ast (θ t )CRstA1 (θ tA1) and S′t G∑θ t π (θ t )st (θ t )CSt . We
claim (c, 0, τ ′, S′) is incentive-feasible. The feasibility is obvious. Suppose (c, 0, τ ′, S′) is
not incentive-compatible, and there exists (θ̂ , ŝ) such that
V(θ̂ , ŝ; τ ′)HV(θ , 0; τ ′).

(4)

However, now we define the storage strategy: s*t (θ )Gst (θ̂ (θ ))Cŝt (θ ) and note that (4)
implies that V (θ̂ , s*; τ )HV (θ , s; τ ), which contradicts the incentive-compatibility of (c,
s, τ , S). 兩兩
t

t

t

t

A. Characterizing efficient allocations
In this section, we establish our main characterization of efficient allocations. It consists
of two conditions on consumption allocations. A consumption allocation c satisfies the
consumption-smoothing condition if
∀tFT and θ t : u′(ct (θ t ))Gβ R ∑θ tC1 ∈Y π (θ tC1) u′(ctC1 (θ t, θ tC1)).

(5)

A consumption allocation c satisfies the net present ûalue (NPV) condition if:
∀θ T, ∑t G1 R−t (θ t (θ T )Act (θ t (θ T )))G0.
T

(6)

Under this condition, the NPV of transfers, along any history θ T, is equal to zero since
S0 Gs0 G0. (Here and throughout the rest of the paper, the NPV of a transfer scheme is
potentially stochastic, because it refers to the NPV of transfers along a given history.)
These two conditions would emerge from an environment in which individuals were
choosing their consumption optimally given that they could only save and borrow at rate
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R. In the Appendix, we demonstrate that there is a unique consumption allocation that
satisfies the NPV and consumption-smoothing conditions (see Section A1).
Notation. The symbol c* refers to the unique consumption allocation that satisfies
consumption-smoothing (5) and the NPV property (6).
We define c* to be feasible if there exists some feasible allocation (c*, s, τ , S). It is
possible that c* is not feasible, because it may imply that aggregate storage is negative at
some date. In particular, it is straightforward to show that c* is feasible if and only if:
∀t, ∑θ t ∈Y t π (θ t ) ∑n G1 RtAn (θ n (θ t )Ac*n (θ n (θ t )))Â0.
t

(7)

Later, we provide sufficient conditions on the exogenous parameters (β , u, y, π ) such that
c* is feasible.
The main proposition that we prove in this section is
If c* is feasible, then an incentiûe-feasible allocation (c, s, τ , S) is efficient (solûes P1)
if and only if cGc*.
We prove this proposition using the following line of logic. First, we define P2, a
programming problem with the same objective but a larger constraint set. Second, we
demonstrate that an allocation solves P2 if and only if the consumption allocation
cGc*. Third, we establish that c* is incentive-feasible for P1 if c* satisfies our nonnegative
condition (7). Hence, it follows that if this condition is satisfied, cGc* in any solution to
P1. (The reason for the potential multiplicity of solutions to P1 is that there will typically
be many incentive-feasible allocations which differ solely in their division of savings
between that which is privately observable and that which is publicly observable.)

B. The relaxed problem and its solution
To define the relaxed problem P2, consider the following subset ΣR of the set of all
reporting and storage strategies Σ. A strategy (θ̂ , ŝ) is an element of ΣR if
1. (∀tFT, ∀θ tA1, jG2, . . . , J ), θ̂ t (θ tA1, y j) ∈{y j , y jA1 },
θ̂ t (θ tA1, y j)Gy jA1 or ŝt (θ t )≠0 ⇒ θ̂ n (θ tA1, y j , θ nt )Gθ n ∀tFn‰T,
2. (∀tFT, ∀θ tA1), θ̂ t (θ tA1, y1)Gy1 .
The first restriction states that, in periods tFT, agents can either tell the truth or lie
downwards by one notch in the grid of possible income realizations, and if an agent ever
lies or stores, he must thereafter tell the truth. The second restriction says that if an agent
has the lowest possible income realization, he can only tell the truth. There is no restriction
on possible storage strategies beyond nonnegativity.
Given this definition of ΣR, the relaxed problem P2 is constructed from P1 in three
ways. First, we require private storage levels to be zero; from Proposition 1, we know
that this does not affect the maximized value of the objective. Second, we allow St to be
negative for tFT. Finally, we require agent strategies to lie in ΣR ; restricting the set of
possible deviations from a given allocation expands the set of allocations that lie in the
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constraint set.
(P2)

max ∑t G1 ∑θ t ∈Y t β tA1 π (θ t )u(ct (θ t )),
T

(c,s,τ,S )

subject to
V(θ , 0; τ )Gmax(θ̂ ,ŝ) ∈∑R V(θ̂ , ŝ; τ ),
∀(t, θ t ), ct (θ t )Gτ t (θ t )Cθ t ,
∀(t, θ t ), st (θ t )G0,
∀t, St C∑θ t ∈Y tπ (θ t ) τ t (θ t )‰RStA1 ,
ST Â0 and S0 G0.
This specification of the problem allows us to maximize over allocations while imposing
the restriction that private storage is zero.
Note that by construction, if (c, 0, τ , S) solves P2, and (c, 0, τ , S) is incentivefeasible, then (c, 0, τ , S) solves P1. Clearly, there exists a solution to P2, because if we
impose the additional (and irrelevant) constraint that consumption is nonnegative, the
constraint set is bounded and closed, and the objective function is continuous.
We now show that if an allocation (c, 0, τ , S) solves P2, c must satisfy the consumption-smoothing and NPV conditions.
Proposition 2. Let:

τ *t (θ t ) ≡ c*t (θ t )Aθ t (θ t ),
S*t ≡ −∑θ t ∈Y t π (θ t ) ∑n G1 RtAnτ *n (θ n (θ t )).
t

The allocation (c*, 0, τ *, S*) is the unique solution to P2.
Proof. We sketch the proof verbally below; see the Appendix for more details. 兩兩
We prove this proposition by showing that if (c, 0, τ , S) solves P2, then c satisfies the
consumption-smoothing condition (5) and the NPV condition (6). We do so using backwards induction. It is straightforward to show that if (c, 0, τ , S) satisfies the incentive constraints in P2, then it satisfies the consumption-smoothing and NPV conditions in period
T. Then, we assume that an optimal (c, 0, τ , S) satisfies the consumption-smoothing and
NPV conditions from period t onwards,5 and use this assumption to prove that the two
conditions must also hold in period (tA1).
The proof of consumption-smoothing in period (tA1) is as follows. First, individuals
can only be borrowing-constrained,
u′(ct (θ t ))Hβ REθ t u′(ctC1 (θ tC1)),
and not savings-constrained, where the inequality is reversed, since they can always
privately store. Given this fact, we construct a better allocation by having the planner
‘‘borrow’’ at rate R (reduce St) and then offer a loan to the constrained individual at the
individual’s shadow interest rate. The shadow rate is higher than R, because the individual
is borrowing-constrained, and so this generates extra resources for the planner. Because
5. An allocation satisfies the NPV condition from period t onwards if ΣnTGt RtAn (θ nAcn (θ n)) is independent
of (θ t , . . . , θ T ).
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deviant strategies are restricted to lie in ΣR, deviant individuals can only have more
resources than announced in the current period. We prove that because they have a lower
shadow interest rate, such individuals are made worse off by the planner’s loan.
Proving that the solution satisfies the NPV condition in period (tA1) is more challenging. We note first that, given consumption-smoothing, any transfer scheme that gives
an individual with a lower endowment shock a higher NPV sequence of transfers must lie
outside the constraint set of P2 (because individuals with a high endowment shock will lie
downward to get the high NPV transfer sequence). Then we show that if the NPV of the
transfer to an individual with a higher endowment shock is also higher, then the planner
should shift resources from the agents with high realizations to those with low realizations.
Because of risk aversion, this transfer uses fewer total resources but keeps ex ante utility
the same. Finally, we prove that this change in plan reduces the welfare of deviant individuals. As it turns out, this is a direct consequence of NIARA.
C. Equiûalence of P2 and P1
We have established a simple characterization of the solution to the relaxed problem P2:
In any solution to P2, the consumption allocation equals c*. This means that the agents
receive the same NPV, regardless of what they report, and telling the truth is weakly
optimal, because the planner optimally smooths a truth-telling agent’s consumption
stream. It follows that any solution to P2 is incentive-compatible. The only possible reason
that a solution to P2 might not be incentive-feasible is that c* might not be feasible.
This logic is the basis for the following proposition.
Proposition 3. If c* is feasible, then an incentiûe-feasible allocation (c, s, τ , S) is
efficient (solûes P1) if and only if cGc*.
Proof. See the Appendix. 兩兩
Note that the potential infeasibility of a solution to P2 only arises because we assume
that our economy is closed. If we were to instead follow Green (1987) and assume that
the basic environment was a small open economy, with the world interest rate equal to
the net return on storage, then c* would automatically be feasible. It would follow from
Proposition 3 that the consumption allocation in the solution set to P2 is also the allocation of consumption in the solution set to the small open economy version of P1.
There is only one solution (c*, 0, τ *, S*) to P2. Proposition 1 guarantees that if c* is
feasible, then (c*, 0, τ *, S*) solves P1. However, there are many solutions to P1, because
the aggregate storage can be split arbitrarily between public and private storage. Thus,
there are many incentive-feasible allocations (c*, s, τ , S), and they all solve P1.
The above characterization of efficiency applies only to environments in which the
consumption allocation c* is feasible. The following proposition makes clear that there is
a nonempty set of such environments.
Proposition 4. The consumption allocation c* is feasible if either of the following two
conditions is satisfied:
(i) RÂ β −1,
(ii) y1 G0.
Proof. See the Appendix. 兩兩
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The proof for condition (i) works off the fact that if marginal utility is convex, then
consumption-smoothing implies that average consumption must be growing. The proof
for condition (ii) is a direct consequence of the Inada condition on marginal utility and
the NPV condition on transfers. If c* is infeasible, then some individual must have consumed more than his income in terms of NPV over the past t periods. This means that
the NPV of his future transfers must be negative, regardless of what endowments are
actually realized. But this is impossible, because with positive probability, the individuals
receive zero income in every future period.
Proposition 4 only establishes that a nonempty set of environments exists in which
c* is feasible. When we use the theorem of the maximum, it is easy to see that for all u,
Y and π , there exists some β *FR−1 such that c* is feasible when β Â β *. Similarly, for all
u, π , β and {y2 , . . . , yJ}, there exists y*1 H0 such that if y1 ‰y 1* , then c* is feasible. More
generally, the key requirement to guaranteeing the feasibility of c* is that individuals need
to be sufficiently willing to exchange current consumption for future consumption. This
requirement can be generated in two ways: returns on storage that are close to the inverse
of the discount factor or risky income streams that give rise to a significant precautionary
savings demand.
In interpreting Proposition 4, it is worth noticing that the relationship between output
and storage in our model is the same linear production technology assumed in much of
the endogenous growth literature. If we relabel storage as capital, then it would seem only
natural to assume that the return on capital, R, was in fact higher than β A1 to ensure the
capital stock growth without bound in equilibrium, regardless of the exogenously specified
distribution of income.

4. SUPPORTING THE EFFICIENT ARRANGEMENT
We now consider the equilibrium outcomes of a dynamic incomplete markets economy
embedded in our physical and informational environment. In this trading arrangement,
individuals competitively trade consumption and risk-free one-period bonds that are available in zero net supply in each period. We assume that bonds trades are publicly observable and that there is complete enforcement in this economy: individuals must pay off
their debts in every state of the world, and they cannot end their lives in debt.
We show if c* is feasible, the efficient consumption allocation c* is an equilibrium
consumption allocation in the incomplete markets economy. Further, we prove that if
there is an equilibrium in the incomplete markets economy such that the rate of return
on bonds is in every period equal to the net rate of return on storage, then the allocation
of consumption in that equilibrium is c*. Finally, we show that if the equilibrium interest
rate is in any period more than (RA1), then the equilibrium allocation of consumption is
inefficient.
The dynamic incomplete markets economy takes the following form. In each period,
individuals trade consumption in exchange for risk-free bonds that promise one unit of
consumption next period. The individuals treat interest rates (that is, the relative price
between bonds and consumption in each period) as given. Individuals derive wealth in a
given period from storage, from the interest payments on their bonds, and from their
income. Individuals can use their wealth in three ways: they can store it, they can consume
it, or they can use it to buy and sell bonds.
Hence, individuals choose consumption, bond holdings, and storage {ct , bt , st }TtG1 ,
where each of the components of this vector is a function mapping Y t into the reals.
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Treating the interest rate sequence {rt } as fixed, the individuals make these choices so as
to solve the following problem
max E ∑t G1 β tu(ct),
T

subject to

(8)

ct Cbt Cst ‰ θ t CbtA1 (1Crt)CRstA1 ,
st Â0, bT G0, b0 G0 and s0 G0.
An equilibrium in this economy is a sequence of interest rates {rt } and a solution
{ct , bt , st }TtG1 to the individual’s decision problem such that for tG1, . . . , T,
E{bt }G0,
E{ct }CE{st }GRE{stA1 },

(9)
(10)

where E represents the unconditional expectation of the random variable. Equation (9)
requires that per capita bond holdings equal zero, and equation (10) requires that per
capita demand and per capita supply are equated in the goods market.
Given this definition of equilibrium, we can prove the following proposition.
Proposition 5. If c* is feasible, then the efficient consumption allocation c* is a
dynamic incomplete markets equilibrium allocation of consumption. In that equilibrium
(1Crt)GR for all t. Conûersely, if (1Crt)GR for all t in a dynamic incomplete markets
equilibrium, then the equilibrium allocation of consumption equals c*, and so is efficient.
Proof. See the Appendix. 兩兩
The first statement of Proposition 5 follows directly from the characterization of
efficiency in Proposition 2, while the second statement follows from the observation that
because (1Crt)GR, the dynamic incomplete markets equilibrium allocation implies a
transfer function that satisfies the consumption-smoothing and NPV conditions.
Note that in the dynamic incomplete markets economy, storage could be public or
private. Hence, when the efficient consumption allocation and the competitive equilibrium
consumption allocation are the same, there is a solution to P1 with the same consumption
allocation and only private storage. It follows that Proposition 5 also applies to an
environment with no public storage.6 Note also that if storage was positive in each period
tFT, then this would imply that (1Crt)GR.
The following proposition proves that if the society faces a binding nonnegativity
constraint on storage, then the equilibrium allocation is inefficient.
Proposition 6. If in a dynamic incomplete markets equilibrium (1Crt)HR for some t,
then the equilibrium allocation is inefficient.
Proof. See the Appendix. 兩兩
6. We are not claiming that every incentive-feasible allocation in the environment with private and public
storage is incentive-feasible with private storage alone. Rather, under the conditions in Proposition 5, the efficient
allocation in the environment with private and public storage is the same as the efficient allocation with private
storage alone.
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The proposition follows from the fact that when there is a gap between the equilibrium interest rate and the return on storage, then the planner can, in the efficient allocation, tax the high income individuals for the right to save and transfer these proceeds to
the low income individuals in such a way as to raise ex ante welfare.

5. EXTENSIONS AND GENERALIZATIONS
In this section, we generalize our results along several dimensions. First, we show that in
an infinite-horizon version of the above economy, if there exists some consumption allocation c* that is feasible and satisfies suitably modified versions of the NPV and consumption-smoothing conditions, then any incentive-feasible allocation (c*, s, τ , S) is efficient.
This guarantees that if (1Crt)GR in a competitive equilibrium in the dynamic incomplete
markets economy, then the equilibrium allocation is efficient. Next, we consider the
robustness of our results to allowing society to use lotteries in the allocation of resources.
Finally, we consider allowing for positive initial storage levels.7

A. Infinite horizon
For this subsection, we let TGS. We also add the assumptions that u is bounded from
above and below, RH1, and y1 H0. We impose these assumptions only because they are
sufficient (albeit overly strong) to guarantee that there is some c* that satisfies the consumption-smoothing and NPV conditions (suitably modified for the infinite horizon)
[Sotomayor (1984)]. We define an infinite horizon analogue of P2 by changing the terminal
condition on ST to be:
lim R−TST Â0

T→S

and setting the terminal date T equal to infinity elsewhere in the problem.
We can then prove the following extension of our previous results.
Proposition 7. Let:

τ *t (θ t ) ≡ c*t (θ t )Aθ t (θ t )
S*t ≡ − ∑θ t ∈Y tπ (θ t ) ∑n G1 RtAnτ *n (θ n (θ t )).
t

The allocation (c*, 0, τ *, S*) solûes P2.
Proof. See the Appendix. 兩兩
A simple corollary to Proposition 7 is that if c* is feasible, then any incentive-feasible
allocation (c*, s, τ , S) is efficient. Using the proof of Proposition 5, we can then show
that if in a dynamic incomplete markets competitive equilibrium (1Crt)GR for all t, then
the equilibrium allocation is c*, and so is efficient.
7. In Cole and Kocherlakota (1998) we consider two variants of our model for which our results continue
to apply: a hidden action version with an underground sector and a version in which the aggregate storage
technology is concave.
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B. Lotteries
We have thus far restricted ourselves to deterministic allocations, but this restriction is
innocuous in our environment. Lotteries can potentially allow the planner to screen on
the basis of risk, thereby achieving better outcomes. [See Cole (1989).] However, it is easy
to show that our assumption that preferences exhibit NIARA implies that there is no gain
from lotteries in this environment. The proof is similar to that of the NPV property in
Proposition 2. To see this, note that if in period T, some type θ TA1 was receiving a random
transfer, we could reduce the expected transfer while keeping this type’s ex ante utility the
same. By the same logic we used in the proof of Proposition 2, we can use our assumption
of NIARA to prove that this would lower ETA1 u′(cT ) for this type, and, hence, no one
would want to deviate under these new transfers if he did not under the original transfers.
We can then extend the result to previous periods by backwards induction, just as we did
in the proof.
Finally, lotteries do not allow us to obtain a simple decentralization where we otherwise could not. Prescott and Townsend (1984) propose a decentralization of environments
with private information. However, in the environment considered by Green (1987), as
well as in our environment with hidden income and hidden storage, Prescott and Townsend’s (1984) decentralization simply assumes that there are competing firms who offer
insurance contracts as of time zero, and the individuals can choose among the contracts.
Hence, Prescott and Townsend’s (1984) decentralization also cannot allow for trade in
the sort of simple assets assumed in the incomplete markets literature.
C. Nonzero initial storage
We can easily allow for S0 H0. This would change our NPV condition to be a requirement
that since the NPVs of the transfer all have to be equal, they have to equal the per capita
level of initial public storage. Having positive initial public storage would expand the set
of returns on storage R and distributions of income Y for which our results would go
through. It would also enable us to relax the assumption that y1 H0 in Proposition 7,
since what we need is either y1 H0 or S0 H0 in order to ensure that the marginal value of
additional resources is finite in period 1. Finally, note that there is no distinction between
positive initial public storage and positive initial private storage if these levels are common
knowledge.
6. CONCLUSION
We consider an environment in which individuals have idiosyncratic income shocks. In
this economy, there is a unique consumption allocation such that consumption is
smoothed over time and the NPV of transfers received by individuals is independent of
the shocks they experience. The main result in this paper is that if this unique allocation
is physically feasible, then it is the only efficient allocation of consumption.
We use this characterization to show that the symmetric efficient allocation is decentralizable through a dynamic incomplete markets trading arrangement, in which individuals competitively trade risk-free bonds among themselves and face infinite costs of dying
in debt. Thus, apparently ad hoc restrictions on the securities available for trade are consistent with the implementation of the efficient allocation in this setting.8
8. Kehoe and Levine (1993) and Alvarez and Jermann (1997) discuss ways to decentralize efficient allocations in environments with enforcement frictions. These decentralizations require a complete set of securities
combined with borrowing constraints. Hence, while enforcement frictions can explain limited risk-sharing, they
cannot rationalize the elimination of income-contingent securities.
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Our results are robust to several natural extensions of our basic model. If we simply
reinterpret our environment as being a small open economy and assume that the exogenous world rate is equal to the return to storage, then the nonnegative storage condition is
removed, and our results will hold for any nondegenerate income distribution. Our extension to a concave production technology makes clear that the assumption of a linear
storage technology is made for expositional ease. Furthermore, as long as the marginal
return to storage is high relative to the discount factor for low storage levels, our results
will again hold for any nondegenerate income distribution. This assumption is satisfied
by virtually all the production structures assumed in aggregate models.
Our results do, of course, depend on existence of hidden storage or hidden investment
opportunities. However, this feature of the model seems easy to rationalize. Throughout
history, people have hidden wealth using grain, gold and jewellery, as well as foreign bank
accounts, currency and hard to observe assets within a business. Our results also depend
upon the rate of return on hidden and public storage being equal. However, one can show
that if the rate of return on private storage is not that different from that on public
storage, simple debt contracts provide a good approximation to the efficient allocations.
APPENDIX
In proving the various results, it will prove convenient to define the payoff to a finite-horizon savings problem.
Let U(A, t) be defined as the solution to
(P3) U(A, t)Gmax E{∑n Gt β nAtu(cn (θ n))兩θ tA1}
T

(A1)

{cn}

subject to
∀θ T , ∑t Gn RnAt (cn (θ n (θ T ))Aθ n (θ T ))‰A.
T

The function U represents the maximal ex ante utility that is feasible given that the agent is endowed with A
units of initial wealth, has TAtC1 periods remaining, and is free to borrow and lend, subject to the constraint
that he cannot die in debt, regardless of what sequence of shocks afflicts him. Note that U is increasing, is
concave, and exhibits NIARA [Neave (1971)].
In what follows, we use the notation P3(A, t) to refer to the problem P3 with initial wealth A in period t.
A1. Proof that c* is unique
The solution to problem P3(A, t) defined in (A1) lies in the set of nonnegative consumptions. Hence, it is
equivalent to a problem with a compact constraint set and a continuous objective function; it has a solution.
Since the constraint set is convex and the objective function is strictly concave, it has a unique solution. Furthermore, the first order conditions to this problem are both necessary and sufficient. Finally, note that for P3(0, 1),
the first order conditions consist of (5) and (6). Hence, c* is unique.
A2. Proof of Proposition 2
Before proving Proposition 2, we will find it useful to prove the following lemma about savings problems. To
set up the lemma, let ε , δ H0 satisfy ε Aδ 兾RF0. Then, define:
Z( y)Gmax [u( yAs)Cβ Ez û(zCRs)],
sÂ0

W( y)Gmax [u( yAsCε )Cβ Ez û(zCRsAδ )],
sÂ0

where û is a strictly concave function and z is random second period income.
Lemma 1. If Z( ya)GW( ya), and yb Hya , then Z( yb)HW( yb).
Proof. The proof is by contradiction. Define sz( y) and sw( y) to be the unique maximizers of the savings
problems Z and W, respectively. Standard arguments imply that they are weakly increasing.
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Suppose that W ( yb)ÂZ ( yb). Then by the Mean Value Theorem, there exists yc ∈( ya , yb) such that
W′( yc)ÂZ′( yc). This implies that
u′( yc Cε Asw ( yc))Âu′( yc Asz ( yc)).
The concavity of u implies that
0‰sz ( yc)‰sw ( yc)Aε .
The weak monotonicity of sw implies that sw ( yb)Âsw ( yc). But then we know that
Z ( yb)Âu( yb Cε Asw ( yb))Cβ Eû(zCRsw ( yb)Aε R)Hu( yb Cε Asw ( yb))Cβ Eû(zCRsw ( yb)Aδ )
GW( yb),
which is a contradiction. 兩兩
Proof of Proposition 2. First, we prove that if (c, 0, τ , S) solves P2, then:
t
t
∑θ t ∈Y t τ t (θ )π (θ )CSt GRStA1

for all t.

We do so by contradiction.
Suppose instead that this aggregate resource constraint does not hold with equality in period t. The planner
should store the additional resources until period T and give them to any individual who announces that he
received the highest realization of the endowment good, yJ, in periods 1 through TA1. By the nature of the
incentive constraints, no agent is allowed to claim that he got the highest shock if he did not; therefore, the
incentive constraints cannot be violated. Also, giving more consumption to agents in period T will not lead them
to save more.
We next prove that the following is true of a solution (c, 0, τ , S) to P2
∃At : Y tA1 → ℜ s.t.
At (θ

T
n Gt

)G ∑

tA1

τ n (θ

(A2)
,θ

tA1

n
tA1

)R

tAn

,

(cn (θ n ))nTGt solves P3(At (θ tA1), t),

(A3)

where A1 (θ ) ≡ 0. Here, the notation θ ntA1 G(θ t , θ tC1 , . . . , θ n). Note that if (A2) is true for tG1, then cGc*.
We prove (A2) by backwards induction. Note first that it is true for tGT. The incentive constraints imply
that for tGT, τ T (θ T ) is independent of θ T. Also, cT (θ T )Gτ T (θ T )Cθ T , and so it is trivially true that cT (θ T )
solves P3(τ T (θ T ), T).
Next, we make the inductive assumption that (A2) is valid for some t. Given this assumption, we prove
that for all θ tA1, u′(ctA1 (θ tA1))Gβ RΣθ ∈Y π (θ )u′(ct (θ tA1, θ t)). The proof is by contradiction. Suppose that for
some θr tA1
0

u′(ctA1 (θr tA1))Hβ R ∑θ ∈Y π (θ )u′(ct (θr tA1, θ )).

(A4)

(The reverse inequality is obviously inconsistent with the incentive constraints of P2.)
By the inductive assumption, the continuation payoff from period t onwards is given by U(At(θ tA1), t),
where U is defined in (A1) and At (θ tA1) is defined in (A2). Set S̃tA1 GStA1 Aεπ (θr tA1), τ̃ tA1 (θr tA1)G
τ tA1 (θr tA1)Cε , and set {τ̃ n (θr tA1, θ ntA1)}nTGt , and δ so that
u(ctA1 (θr tA1)Cε )Cβ U (At (θr tA1)Aδ , t)Gu(ctA1 (θr tA1))Cβ U (At (θr tA1), t),
u′(ctA1 (θr tA1)Cε )Â β U′ (At (θr tA1)Aδ , t),
and
{θ n Cτ̃ n (θr tA1, θ ntA1)}nTGt is a solution to P3(At (θr tA1)Aδ , t).
By the envelope condition, u′(ctA1 (θr tA1))Hβ R ∑θ ∈Y π (θ )u′(ct (θr tA1, θ )) implies that δ Hε R, and so this reshuffling is physically feasible and can be used to improve ex ante utility.
We still have to check that the new transfer scheme respects the incentive constraints. To do so we want
to show that the continuation payoff under τ̃ , conditional on reporting θr tA1, is weakly less than under τ for
any (θ̂ , ŝ)∈∑R . If θ tA1 (θ tA1)Gθr tA1 and ŝtA1 (θr tA1)G0, then the continuation payoff from deviating under τ̃ is
the same as under τ . Hence the only relevant deviations involve θ tA1 (θr tA1)Hθr tA1 and兾or ŝtA1 (θr tA1)H0. Then,
if we set ya Gθr tA1 Cτ tA1 (θr tA1), yb Gθ tA1 Cτ tA1 (θ̃ tA1)CstA1 , zGθ t CAt (θ tA1) and ûGU, we can apply Lemma
1 to argue that if θ tA1 CstA1 Hθr tA1 , the continuation payoff from deviating is less under τ̃ than under τ .
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Thus, if (c, 0, τ , S) satisfies the inductive assumption and (A4), there exists (c̃, 0, τ̃ , S̃) that satisfies the
constraints of P2 and frees up resources; hence, we can increase the objective over (c, 0, τ , S). It follows that
the inductive assumption and the optimality of (c, 0, τ , S) implies that:
u′(ctA1 (θ tA1))Gβ R ∑θ ∈Y π (θ )u′(ct (θ tA1, θ )),
for all θ tA1.
Next, we want to show that if consumption-smoothing holds from period tA1 to period t, then
AtA1 (θ tA2 )Gτ tA1 (θ tA1)CR−1At (θ tA1) is independent of θ tA1. Define W j (θ tA2 )Gτ tA1 (θ tA2, y j )CR−1 At (θ tA2, y j ),
which only depends on θ tA2 and the current report yj. We want to show that W j GW jA1 for all jG2, . . . , J, and
hence is independent of j.
Suppose that in a solution to P2, there exists θr tA2 and jH1 such that W j (θr tA2 )FW jA1 (θr tA2 ). Consider
an agent with actual history (θr tA2, yj ) who reports (θr tA2, yjA1). This agent’s nonnegative storage constraint does
not bind in any future period, because an agent with lower income yjA1 did not have a binding nonnegative
storage constraint in the future. Hence, the lying agent receives continuation utility
B(W jA1 (θr TA2 )Cy j) ≡ max [u(W jA1 (θr tA2 )Cy j As)Cβ U(Rs, t)].
s

(Note that U(W, t) in P3 is the ex ante version of B, and that similarly B is increasing, is concave, and exhibits
NIARA [Neave (1971)].) It follows that W j (θr tA2 )FW jA1 (θr tA2 ) violates the incentive constraints in problem P2.
Now suppose that for some θr tA2 and j,
W j (θr tA2 )HW jA1 (θr tA2 ).
We claim that this cannot happen in a solution to P2, because there is a new transfer scheme that achieves the
same ex ante utility by using fewer resources. Define WCE to be the wealth level such that:
B(WCE Cy j ) π ( y j )CB(WCE Cy jA1) π ( y jA1)GB(W j (θr tA2 )Cy j ) π ( y j)CB(W jA1 (θr tA2)Cy jA1) π ( y jA1).
Now, change the transfer scheme so that agents who announce (θ tA2, yj ) or (θ tA2, yjA1) receive continuation
utility B(WCE Cyj ) or B(WCE CyjA1 ) respectively. Clearly, this new mechanism frees up resources for the planner
because of the concavity of B. Agent j will not lie under the new mechanism. Agent ( jC1) will not lie, because
the mechanism makes agent j’s scheme less attractive.
We still need to check the incentive constraints from the previous periods. To do this, we need to show
that the new mechanism does not increase the period (tA1) continuation utility of any agent who has reported
θr tA2 and has stored S (instead of 0). The change in this agent’s period (tA1) continuation utility is given by:
∆(S)GB(WCE Cy j CS)π ( y j)Cπ ( y jA1)B(WCE Cy jA1 CS)
AB(W j (θr tA2)Cy j CS)π ( y j)Aπ ( y jA1)B(W jA1 (θr tA2)Cy jA1 CS).
We know that ∆(0)G0. The derivative of ∆ with respect to S is
∆′(S)GB′(WCE Cy j CS)π ( y j)Cπ ( y jA1) B′(WCE Cy jA1 CS)
AB′(W j (θr tA2)Cy j CS)π ( y j)Aπ ( y jA1) B′(W jA1 (θr tA2)Cy jA1 CS)
GB″(X j)π ( y j)(WCE AW j (θr tA2))CB″(X jA1)π ( y jA1)(WCE AW jA1 (θr tA2))
where X j ∈(WCE Cy j CS, W j (θr tA2)Cy j CS) and X jA1 ∈(W jA1 (θr tA2)Cy jA1 CS, WCE Cy jA1 CS).
Because B satisfies NIARA, B″ is an increasing function and X j HX jA1 .
W j (θr tA2)HWCE HW jA1 (θr tA2). Hence, we know that

Moreover,

∆′(S)FB″(X jA1)[π ( y j)(WCE AW j (θr tA2 ))Cπ ( y jA1)(WCE AW jA1 (θr tA2 ))]F0,
for all S, and so ∆(S)F∆(0)G0 for all S.
We have established that if (c, 0, τ , S) solves P2, and satisfies (A2) for some t, u′(ctA1)Gβ REtA1 u′(ct) and
T
n
T
∑n GtA1 τ n (θ ) is independent of θ tA1 . It follows that (c, 0, τ , S) satisfies (A2) for (tA1); by backwards induction,
(c, 0, τ , S) satisfies (A2) for all t.
We have established that if (c, 0, τ , S) solves P2, then cGc*. This immediately implies that if (c*, 0, τ ,
S) lies in the constraint set of P2, it solves P2. Hence, an element (c, 0, τ , S) of the constraint set solves P2 iff
cGc*. It is easy to see that if cGc*, then SGS* and τ Gτ *. 兩兩
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A3. Proof of Proposition 3
Let (c*, s, τ , S) be an arbitrary feasible allocation. Because c* satisfies the consumption-smoothing and NPV
conditions, if an agent tells the truth, his consumption is optimally smoothed. Hence, agents weakly prefer to
tell the truth and not store, and so (c*, s, τ , S) is incentive-feasible. It follows from Proposition 1 that there
exists (c*, 0, τ ′, S′) that is incentive-feasible. From Proposition 2, this allocation is a solution to P2, and so
must be a solution to P1. It follows that (c*, s, τ , S) is a solution to P1. The maximized values of P1 and P2
are the same.
Now suppose (c, s, τ , S) is some solution to P1 such that c≠c*. Again, from Proposition 1, there exists
(c, 0, τ ′, S′) that is a solution to P1. Because the maximized values of P1 and P2 are the same, (c, 0, τ ′, S′)
solves P2. But this violates Proposition 2. 兩兩

A4. Proof of Proposition 4
We first prove condition (i). We know that in the unique solution to P2 consumption-smoothing is satisfied.
Hence,
u′(ct (θ t ))Gβ RE{u′(ctC1 (θ tC1))兩θ t }.
From the strict convexity of u′(·), it follows that E{u′(ctC1 (θ tC1))兩θ t }Âu′(E{ctC1 兩θ t }). This implies that for all
θ t,
u′(ct (θ t ))Â β REθ tu′(ctC1 (θ tC1))Âu′(Eθ t ctC1 (θ tC1))
and, in turn, it follows that

∑θ t ∈Y t [ctC1 (θ

)Act (θ t )] π (θ tC1)Â0

tC1

which implies that St Â0, because we know from Proposition 2 that the resource constraints hold with equality.
This completes the proof of (i).
We next prove condition (ii). After any history θ t, Pr (θ n G0 for all nHt兩θ t )H0. Moreover, whenever
θ n G0, then τ n (θ n)Â0. It follows that after any history θ t,
n
n
t
∑n G1 R τ n (θ (θ ))Â0.
t

This immediately implies that storage levels associated with any solution to P2 must be nonnegative because
u′(0)GS. This completes the proof of condition (ii). 兩兩

A5. Proof of Proposition 5
To prove the first statement, consider a solution to P2 which satisfies the nonnegative storage condition, and
recursively define
rt GRA1,
st GSt
bt (θ t )Gθ t Act (θ t )ASt CRStA1 CbtA1 (θ tA1 (θ t ))R.
We claim that this is an equilibrium. To see that the bond market clears, note that if we make use of the
individual’s resource constraint in equation (1), this implies that
Ebt GE{τ t ASt CRStA1 CbtA1 R}
which, along with the resource constraint and nonnegative storage, implies that E{τ t ASt CRStA1 }G0, and this
implies the result, because b0 G0. To verify that individuals are behaving optimally, note that the interest rate
has been chosen so that the individuals are indifferent between lending and storing. We also know that consumption is smoothed; therefore, we need only check that the individuals’ budget constraints hold with equality. To
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see that the individuals’ budget constraints are satisfied, note that
bT GAτ T CRSTA1 CRbTA1
GAτ T ARτ TA1 CR2STA2 CR2bTA2
·
··
TA1
GA ∑n G0 Rnτ TAn
G0.
To prove the second statement, construct a transfer兾storage scheme by defining τ t ≡ θ t Act and defining
S t to be per capita storage (both public and private) in equilibrium. This scheme must be an element of P2’s
constraint set, because the NPV of the difference between income and consumption must be zero in the equilibrium. Moreover, given that RG(1Crt), the consumption-smoothing condition is satisfied, and so this scheme
must be a solution to P2. It is also a solution to P1, because aggregate storage is nonnegative. Thus, the
corresponding equilibrium allocation of consumption is efficient. 兩兩
A6. Proof of Proposition 6
To prove the proposition we show that if 1Crt HR, then there exists a Pareto superior incentive-feasible allocation. To do so, consider an equilibrium of the dynamic incomplete markets economy, {ct , bt , st , rt }, where in
period n, 1Crn HR. As in the proof of Proposition 2, we can construct an associated incentive-feasible allocation
in which the consumption allocation is the same as our incomplete markets economy and private storage is zero,
by defining τ t ≡ θ t Act and defining S t to be per capita storage. We denote this associated incentive-feasible
allocation by (ct , 0, τ t , St). For some θr nA1 ∈Y nA1 and 1Fj‰J, consider altering the consumption allocation
(and correspondingly the transfer scheme) in period n by setting c̃n (θ nA1, y j)Gcn (θ nA1, y j)Aε , where
y j Ay jA1 Hε H0, and choosing δ (ε ), where c̃n (θ nA1, y jA1)Gcn (θ nA1, y jA1)Cδ (ε ), so that ex ante utility is
unchanged, or
T
T
E ∑t Gn β tAn u(c̃t (θr nA1, θ tn))GE ∑t Gn β tAn u(ct (θr nA1, θ tn)).

For ε sufficiently small:
1. Since individuals strictly prefer to tell the truth under τ̃ , the individual who has income yj in period n
has no incentive to misreport his income, or
T
u(c̃t (θr nA1, y j))CE ∑t GnC1 β tAn u(c̃t (θr nA1, y j , θ tnC1 )

Hmax [u( y j Cτ̃ n (θr nA1, y jA1)Asn)
{θ̂ ,s }

CE ∑t GnC1 β tAn u(θ t Cτ t (θr nA1, y jA1 , θ̂ t (θ tnC1))Ast (θ tnC1)CRstA1 (θ nnC1))].
T

2. Since δ ′H0 and δ (0)G0, and individuals strictly preferred not to store in period n under the initial
allocation, the individual who has income yjA1 in period n still has no incentive to store, or
nA1
, y jA1 , θ nC1)).
u′(c̃t (θr nA1, y jA1))FRβ E0nC1u′(c̃t (θr

3. Again making use of the strictness of the incentive constraints and the properties of δ , the individual
who has income yjA2 has no incentive to misreport his income, or
T
u(c̃t (θr nA1, y jA2))CE ∑t GnC1 β tAnu(c̃t (θr nA1, y jA2 , θ tnC1 )

Hmax [u( y jA2 Cτ̃ n (θr nA1, y j)Asn)
{θ̂ ,s }

CE ∑t GnC1 β tAn u(θ t Cτ t (θr nA1, y j , θ̂ t (θ tnC1))Ast (θ tnC1)CRstA1 (θ tnC1))].
T

4. Individuals have no incentive to save between periods nA1 and n, since
Eu′(ct (θr nA1, θ tn)AEu′(c̃t (θr nA1, θ tn))
Gπ ( y j) [u′(cn (θr nA1, y j))Au′(cn (θr nA1 , y j)Aε )]Cπ ( y jA1)[u′(cn (θr nA1, y jA1))Au′(cn (θr nA1, y jA1)Cδ )]
⯝Aπ ( y j)u″(cn (θr nA1, y j))ε Cπ ( y jA1)u″(cn (θr nA1, y jA1))δ F0
from the convexity of u′.
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Since
u(ct (θr nA1, y j))Fu(c̃t (θr nA1, y j))Fu(c̃t (θr nA1, y jA1))Fu(ct (θr nA1, y jA1)),

ε Hδ (ε ), and the resource constraint is relaxed. It is straightforward to allocate these additional resources in a
way that does not violate the incentive constraints and raises ex ante utility since all of the incentive constraints
still hold strictly (as in the proof of Proposition 2). 兩兩
A7. Proof of Proposition 7
We consider two alternative economies in which income uncertainty dies out after some period T with either
the highest or the lowest possible income thereafter. The payoff from the efficient arrangement in our infinitehorizon economy (in which income uncertainty persists) is bracketed by the payoffs of the efficient arrangement
in these two income risk truncated economies. We show that the solutions to P2 in these truncated economies
satisfy the consumption-smoothing and NPV conditions. By increasing the truncation period T, we squeeze the
solution to P2 in the infinite-horizon economy between these two allocations that satisfy the consumptionsmoothing and NPV conditions. We show that this implies the solution to P2 in the infinite-horizon economy
must also satisfy the consumption-smoothing and NPV conditions.
Define V opt
S to be the supremal ex ante utility derived from the allocations in the constraint set of P2.
Consider two truncated versions of the infinite-horizon environment. In the first truncated environment, in
period tHT, all agents receive the highest income level, yJ. In the second truncated environment, the planner is
endowed with S0 units of storage at the beginning of time, and in period tHT, all agents receive the lowest
income level, y1. We call the first environment HT and the second environment LT (S0). Define VHT to be the
supremal ex ante utility derived from allocations that satisfy the constraints of P2 in environment HT. Define
VLT (S0) to be the supremal ex ante utility derived from allocations that satisfy the constraints of P2 in environment LT (S0). Let c*LT (S 0) be the unique consumption allocation in LT (S0) that satisfies consumption-smoothing
and NPV conditions (the existence of such an allocation is guaranteed by our assumptions that u is bounded,
RH1, and y1H0).
Part 1: We first want to show that any solution to P2 in environment LT (S0) is the same as c*LT (S0). The
key to establishing this result is to demonstrate that in any solution to P2, consumption is smoothed from period
t to period (tC1), tÂT, and τ T (θ T )CR−1NPV(θ T ) is independent of θ T, where NPV(θ T ) is the NPV of the
transfers received from period (TC1) onward by an individual with reporting history θ T. Once we establish
these claims, it is straightforward to apply the backwards induction arguments in the proof of Proposition 2 to
prove that any solution to P2 in environment LT (S0) satisfies the consumption-smoothing and NPV conditions.
We prove first that consumption-smoothing is satisfied for any solution to P2 for tÂT. Note that in any
allocation, ct , for tÂT, depends only on θ T. Suppose first that consumption is not smoothed from period t to
period (tC1) for some agent with a history of reports θ T. Then the planner can raise consumption in period t
by δ and lower consumption in period (tC1) by ε (δ ) so as to leave the agent’s utility
u(ct (θ T )Cδ )Cβ u(ctC1 (θ T )Aε (δ ))Gu(ct (θ T ))Cβ u(ctC1 (θ T ))
unchanged. If δ is sufficiently small, δ FR−1ε (δ ); therefore, this new plan gives the planner extra resources. By
arguments similar to those made in the proof of Proposition 2, we know that this change in the consumption
plan will not lead an individual to deviate. Because we have found a plan that is incentive-feasible and leaves
the planner with more resources, the allocation without consumption-smoothing after period T is not a solution
to P2.
By using arguments similar to those in Proposition 2, we can now prove that
τ T (θ TA1, y j)CR−1 NPV(θ TA1, y j)Gτ T (θ TA1, y jA1)CR−1 NPV(θ TA1, y jA1) for all j. But then applying the same
backward induction argument as in Proposition 2 implies that (c*LT (S 0), 0, τ , S) solves P2 in environment LT (S0).
Part 2: We know that
opt
VHT ÂV S ÂU(c*)ÂVLT (0).

(The last inequality follows from the fact that U(c*) and VLT (0) are the maximal utilities achievable by agents
who can borrow and lend at rate (RA1) in the original economy and in economy LT, respectively.) If we can
prove that as T goes to infinity, (VHTAV LT (0)) converges to 0, we will know that (c*, 0, τ , S) solves P2. The
rest of the proof consists of proving this.
Let c*t,LT (S 0) denote the period t component of the unique consumption allocation that satisfies the consumption-smoothing and NPV conditions in LT (S0). We claim that
c*1,LT (S 0) (y j)Âc*1,LT A1 (S 0) (y j) for all j.
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Suppose this claim is false. Then c*1,LT (S 0) (y j)Fc*1,LT A1 (S 0)(y j) for some j. But from the consumption-smoothing
condition, c*2,LT (S 0) (y j, yi)Fc*2,L ( y j, yi) for some yi. Similarly, there exists a history θ T such that for all t,
c*t,LT (S 0) (θ t (θ T ))Fc*t,LT A1 (S 0) (θ t (θ T )).
This violates the NPV restriction, because for any history, the NPV is higher in environment T than in environment (TA1).
−T
This means that V′LT (0)‰V′L1 (0) for all T. Now define S0T GR ( yJAy1)兾(RA1), and note that
VLT (S0T)ÂVHT
because the planner can replicate any allocation in HT if endowed with this much initial storage. Hence,
VHTAVLT (0)‰VLT (S0T)AVLT (0)
‰V′LT (0)S0T
‰V′L1 (0)S0T.
Because S0T converges to 0 as T goes to infinity, the proposition is proved. 兩兩
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